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KALMAN FILTER MODELS
A BAYESIAN APPROACH TOESTIMATION OF TIME-VARYING
REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS
rtALEXANDER H. SARRIS*
The origins of time-ra?-ying lmear regression cot'/Jicient orediscussed, and it is noted tluit lime'aru4t ion
cannot fit' e.stipiittted unItcs 501111' ,TStriCliOflS areploced On tii' infinite forms 0/ possihh' tune changes.
For exwnph!, a Markor structure imposed a priori onthe coefficients renders them estimable. The struc-
I net' imposes an incwnp!ett'ly specifiedprior prohahulit.r distribution on the coefficit'nts.The prior bet wiles
pletelr dctt'roii,ted tlIrou,git fitting it to tilt' data. Bavestheorem Is then used to dt'rii e auestl?itatOr
'.t/ the parameters. Under the osunipt ion of perfi'ct prior fit, tin' Bayes estimator is u,thiast'd, uninlnlnun
iaria,Ite. toid orthogonal to thresiduals. Under the assliuutptiofl of iutcouuiplt'te prior fit.tile' opt lultalu)
properties of the estimator hold iisviiiptoiicahy.Finally, the problemof it/cot '/1 ing the best Markot
siruci ure i/tin fits the parameters isesaunited, tutU a Bavestan soliitioui is proposed. This fastdisc ussioi
indicates the !i,nitat ions of any method that attempts toidentity tlnlc-rari'ing cot'fficierils.
1. INTRODUCTION
Over the last two decades great efforthas been spent by cconornetriciaflS.statisti-
cians and system theorists on theproblem of system identification. This problemis
concerned with construction of a model whose outputis close in some sense to the
observed data from the real system. Themodeler is guided by experience, know-
ledge of the real thing he is trying todescribe, and intuition in specifying some
equations Idynamic or static) which he termsthe "structure" of the model. The
equations are usually specified to within anumber of parameters or coefficients
which must he estimated by fittingthe equations to the available data.The
unknown parameters are usually assumed apriori to be constant. Then the prob-
1cm of system identiticailon is reduced to oneof constant parameter estimation.
There is a wealth of methods for thesolution of this problem. A good surveyof the
ones that have beendeveloped by econometricians and statisticians canbe found
in Theil (l971, while Astromand Eykhoff(1971) have surveyed themethods that
have been developed primarily in systemtheory.
There are several reasons forsuspecting that the parameters of manymodels.
constructed by both engineers andeconometricianS. are not constant but infact
time varying. In engineeringthe origins of parameter variation areus:ally not
very hard to pinpoint. Componentwear, metal fatigue or componentfailure are
some very common reasonsfor parameter variations. The majorobjective of
construction of engineering models iscontrol and regulation of the real system
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modeled. Therefore, most ofthe research in hat area hasCOflCCflti aie(1 on cks isine
ways to make the output ol the model insensitisCto parameter ar
On the other hand the oricins of time varvinpparametersWCCOflsjluieti ic
models are not very easy to isolate, Suspicions that shocks in theeconomy lead to
sometimes permanent changes in the parameters ofeconometric models hase
been substantiated ever since it Was noticed that models ofthe econom- fitted
with prewar data gase noticeably differentparameters than when fItted with
postwar data. 1-lowever. if one examines the process ofCCOnOnic modeling he will
see several other sources of parameter variation. I will mention fourof thefliost common ones.
Many econometric equations' are mis-specified in thesense that they exclude
sariables that could 1)osSibly be part of the equation.Consider an equationof the form
(I) =fix + ±
j=I
where i is an endogenous variable and thex1. : are the true explanatory variables
If the econome(ricijii ignores the: and lumps them with the error term:, then
wheneser the ZJ'S behavein a non-Stationary fashion there will he timevariations in the intercept of(l).
Nonlinearjties also give rise to parametervariations. If. for instance, the true
relation is
.l= ' 4-2-, -4-
and the analyst considers the linearrelation
,vt =j1i1 ± -t-r,
then
= 112,= Y2 ±2y.3x,
thus fi,, S not constant,
Finally proxy ariables andaggregation are also sources ofIxirameter varia- tion, Fm a detailed expositionof the sources ofparameter variation the reader is referred to Cooley (1971).
This paper is concerned witha Bayesian method of estimation of timevary- ing parameters, Insection 2 a sursey of previous researchis given. The problem
posed here is describedifl section 3. In sections 4 through 6 themethod proposed for parameter estimationis presented and theproperties ofihe estimator analysed.
Sections 7 and 8 considersome problems that arise in applyingthe estimation technique. In Section 9 ihequestion of identifiabilityof a particular Markov structure is taken up, anda Bayesian solution which is (lieonly feasible one is proposed. The last sectionsummarizes the results.
2. PREVIOUS RESEAR('iION ESTIMATION oi TIME VARYINGPARsMITtRS
The problem of estimationof time varyingparameters has not received very much attention fromecoflometricjans On the other handsystem theorists have
502devoted many years of research to variousaspects of it. The reasons for this
apparent gap will become clearer later.
The mode! from this point on will be assumedto be linear in the parameters.
The following three classes of non-constantparameters arc distinguished
Time varying but non-stochastic
Random but stationary
Random but not necessarily stationary.
The earliest time varying parameter in econometrics dealtwith parameters
that were piecewise constant (Quanclt (1958, 1960)) namely in class(a). This work
was continued later by McGee and Carleton (1970), Brown and Earbin (1971) and
Belsley (1973) but is still far from solved.
The second class of varying coefficients mentioned aboveapplies to many
problems in econometrics and statistics, and especiallyto the analysis of cross-
sectional data. The problem is usually posed interms of a relation of the form
j.
=
+
where at each period t the parameters (11, (1= 1.....k) are a sample from a multi-
variate distribution with mean ji and covariance matrix L The objective is usually
to estimate p and. Work on this problem has been done by Rao (1965), Hildreth
and 1-buck (1968). Burnett and Guthrie (1970). Swamy (1970). and Rosenberg
(1972).
Under the third category mentioned above come the various sequential
variation models of the form
P,-+= Tfl + a,.
This model is very common in the engineering literature andcan be utilized to
represent a wide variety of sample paths. In the econometrics literature tomy
knowledge only Rosenberg (1967, 1968a, b) has dealt extensively with this kind
of sequential variation. Cooley (1971) has also used it. mainly as a predictive tool.
On the other hand the engineering literature on estimation of models of the
form (6) is huge. The earliest work was the one by Kalman and Bucy (1961). For
extensive bibliographies and various aspects of the problem the readercan consult
the textbooks of Sage and Melsa (1971), and Aström (1970)as well as the special
issue of the IEEE (1971) Transactions on Automatic Control.
In most of the engineering literature the statistics of the uncertain quantities
are assumed known. This isa severe restriction when one is transferred to the realm
of statistics and econometrics and is one of the primaryreasons for which there is
a large gap between research in system theory and the quantitative social sciences.
Interesting exceptions to the rule in the engineering literature are thepapers by
Mehra (1970, 1971, 1972), and Kashyap (1970). Furthermore, the engineers usually
make strong a priori assumptions about the matrix T, whichas will be seen in
section 9 do not, in general, hold in an econometric framework.
3. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Consider the following model
'7) = x,fl, + c,
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where v, is the response to the el1cis of thek explanatory variablesx. Xk,. x, is aIx k vector of the mentioned explanatory variables,
flis a kxI vector of time varying coefficients. andis a di'turhance terni that isaSLiined to he normally distributed with the following properties.
where ôis the Kroneckcr delta, andaIs an unknown constant, Theassumption is that there are N observationson the endogenous variable yand the kexogenous variables.
Define the following quantities
(12) I,[i', t2 .....
where 1) denotes the transposition.
fl=[fl'1,fl fl,.]'
=
[x10
0x2 0 x=
The available informationnow can be written as follows
(16) V = Xfi +
It can be readily seennow that itis impossible to estimate thevector /(a xI \ector) from (16).ia ordinary leastsquares (OLS) regression. Touse the OLS formula the matrixXX must be invertible,It is easily seen, however, that this Nk x Nk matrix hasrank at most equal to N.So there are not enough degrees of freedom to estimateP.
The conclusion from theabove discussion is thatthere is no hope of estimat- ing fi unlesssome more information aboutthe vector becomes available.I will assume that the fIt's can begenerated by a Markovjaristructure of the form
fit4= T[i + u, (t = 0, I.....N--I)
where: T is a known kx k transition matrix andu1 is a k xI vector of random shocks distributedas nuiltivanjate normal withzero mean and covanance matrix
E[u1u] =
where R is a known kx k positive senhidefjnjtematrix,
The sector fl0 willbe assumed unknown
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(1With the assumption of a structure such as the above, what is achieved is a
prior distribution on the vector fi. However, this distribution is not completely
known becauseand fl0 arc not known. So it is not a complete Bayesian prior
and so Bayesian analysis cannot be carried out immediately. Some "fitting"
must be done before the Bayesian analysis is started.
The idea ofan incomplete prior distribution might seem strange. A rationaliza-
tion of it is the following. With the assumption of (1 7the vector valued time
series is restricted to a class of particular sample paths. 1-lowever. the econo-
metrician is ignorant about the level at which the sample paths start, and about
the spread that he can allow the class of sample paths to have. He expresses this
by letting the data define these quantities for him.
The problem now is two-fold. First find the prior forfithat best fits the data.
Then use the calculated prior to carry out a prior to posterior analysis to obtain
the l)Osterior distribution of/i
4. ESTIMATIoN 01' THE BEs'r PRIOR OF /1
In this section maximum likelihood is used to estimate the quantities
7 and cit. First flis expressed in terms of /.
fik = YAk -' + 1k = T( Tfl,2 + Uk - 1) + Uk
- T2fJ - 2 +kTn-= -
= T&/30 +
By substituting in (7) the following is obtained
= Xji + i= xkTkflo + x T& +
Define:
2kxkTk (k = 1.2 N)
;
'
TkTh + (k = I. 2 N).
Letting
Z[z. :', .....
and
r[r. r2.......
the relations (20) can he written compactly as follows:
v = ZJ30 ± r.
The vector u is distributed as multivariate normal with mean
E(r) = 0
505and covariance matrix gicn by the folJowing equations
=£[XAT - + i:&j[Lk
-(
iii'
(36)
N
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It is readily noticed that (27) and (28) give thesame quantities. The covarjance
of r can be writtenas
(Err) = ai + aQ
where I is a N x N unit matrix andQ is a NN known matrix with entries
minrj;
=.v()TRT' = Q.
Furthermore define
So the co'ariance matrixofr is known tip to two scalar constants
The logarithm of the likelihoodof v can now be writtenas
N N L(y:Zfl0.a20)-ln(2ir) -lna - ] In jP(0)
- - ZfP(0'(.r--fo)
where Pt denotes thedeterminant of P. The valuesoffland o-that maximize this likelihood are
fl0(0) = [ZP '(0)2] - 'ZP
(35 ô(0) =--Zf10(1))] P '(0)[v
N
ZP(0) 1]y
(26) = a; + T)RT.A
Evv, =E[xk Tk -u1 +I;k] [;i+ -
(27) = TIc - R T' jfk> I
Ic
(28) =
j= I
7'kR T'3)x;if k <I.
and write
E(ri-') = u(J + OQ)= aP(0).Now by substituting the expressions for f(0) and o(0) in the logarithmic likeli-
hood function, the concentrated likelihood for 0 is obtained.
(37) L(y;Z,0) = -ln(2m)
In{)'P'[I - Z(Z'P 'Z) 'Z[
(37) -lnIP(0)I --
The concentrated likelihood function can be rnaxiniized numerically for 0
to obtain a maximum likelihood estimator of 0 and the procedure is over. The only
possible difficulty is the inversion of theN xN matrix P(0) for every value of 0.
This can be avoided, however, with the following trick.
PU)) = I + OQ.
Find an orthogonal matrix G which diagonalizes Q, so that
Q = G'DG
with GG = I andDaN x Ndiagonal matrix. Then
P(0) = I + OG'DG= Gil + 0DG
= G'l)*(0)G
where D*(0) is diagonal. Hence
P'(0)G'D*(0)G
and inversion of P '(0)is reduced to inversion of a diagonal matrix which is trivial.
Note that ifand Z* are defined as
= Gv
= GZ
the estimators for /3,, and obecome
fi0(0) =[Z*'D* i(0)Z*]IZ'D- 1(0)v
â2(0) - '(0)[I - l(0)Z*1 -
and they are equal to the ones given by (34)-(36).
Note that the diagonalization is to be done only once and not at every itera-
tion for 0. This is a significant computational advantage. There exist very efficient
algorithms for achieving diagonalization for large non-sparse matrices.I have
heard of a procedure at Argonne National Laboratories that took 80 seconds on
a IBM-195 computer to diagonalize a 768 x 768 densematrix.'
The procedure outlined above for finding the best prior is not new. Cooley
(1971) has used a similar procedure, although his problem was quite different than
owe some of these comments to Dr. Virginia Kietna of the N.R.E.R. Computer Research Center.
507mine. He has given complete proofs of theConsistencand et1icjcncof the estimators obtained by this procedure and theinterested reader isreferred to his work
Note that the estimator foris unbiased and identical to the(IeneujlI/e(1 Least Squares (G[S) estimator obtained byminimi/ing
(- Zfl0)'[I'(Ofll(- 7/I,).
The estimatorof crisbiased because
Eâ,(0)
i\
For large N the bias is negligible. The imbiasedestimator of a,
N ê,2 = âiO)
which is obtained from GLS could alsohe used instead of theone gien in (35). Presumably, the estimateof(3 would be slightly diflrent,hut for large N the
difference would be minor.
Another approach that could havebeen used, is toassess a prior distribution
jointly for f3a and 0. Then Bayes'theorern could he usedto estimate the posterior distributionof /3, rand, and inferences about the unknown quantitiescould thus be made.
It seems to the author, however,that the econometricjirt willalmost never have any prior informationor feeling about the above mentionedunknown quanti- ties. Assuming diffuse priorson the other hand would not leadto any substantially
different results than theones obtained by the maximumlikelihood approach mentioned.
5. BAYESIANESTiIA'EtONOF THE TIME VARYING COIIFFIC1ENTS
In the previous sectionthe prior distribution ofthe iVk x Ivector /3 was assessed. For thepurposes of this and the next sectionthe constants/I,,i and 0 will be assumed knownaccurately Considernow the model (16)
= X[I-1-i;
fi has a mu!tivariitenormal prior density wit Iimean
[r(fi)1[1/I(,1
E(fl2)
= E(fl)= :
E(flv)JLT13o
and covariance matrix
E{(fI- ii)(/I - ji)] V
508=aM(R ® I.)M
where Iis the N x N unit matrix, and ® denotes the Kroneckcr product of two
matrices. Note that V is invertible if and only if R is invertible. It will be assumed
that R is positive definite so that V is invertible.
The likelihood of the data y givenfiis multivariate normal with mean
and variance riI. The joint density of v andfican thus be found by multiplying the
prior offJand the likelihood function
j',(3)=p(fl)I(v:X,(3)(2)'JVI'- p)'V'f -
().2.exP -Xf(t' -X13)}.
The quadratic form of(3in the exponent is now manipulated so as to complete the
square in (3.
(v -.XfJ)'(y -Xfi)+((3 - /1)'V'((I - p)
(J
=[(3_(xx+ V' +X'v1(,XX+
aj
[-. + v1
+ {'y'y V - 'p -(v-i+X'v)
+v')'(v1+x' )}.
509
=
nhiT.-?
i'uu][ET
T"RT''.
if the following matrix is defined
1 [i00 0
T I0...0
(51) M= 7.2
'/0
T"1
then
where coy(f11, /()=-1iI)1 LI-The joint density thus becomes easilyintegrable withrespect to ii. After Ills integrated out to obtain the marginal densityof v. the posterior densityof Ji v is obtained a following
p(v /1)(1 !a2)X'X ± V - (I [ 11 (55)p(fiIy)
= (fl - exp -X'X + v-i)
fr-I/i +X'V)](XX+/i) [p
The posterior density is thereforemultivariate normal withmean
fl=E(y)= (J2x+ i;')
and variance
E{[/i - E(ft)][fi- E(ft')]J
=
XV +
')
lithe loss used in calculating thebest estimator is quadratic,namely of the form
- 111(11 - Ii)]
then it is well known that thebest estimator is tJiemean of the posterior density
of fl Therefore, for quadraticloss equation(56)gives the optimal estimator.Now equation(56)involves inversion ofa VkxNkmatrix. This is excessive.Tocircum- vent the problem the matrixinversion lemma whichis stated here without proof is invoked. (Fora proof see e.g. Duncan and Horn(1972).)
Lemma 5,1. IfS= EM' + AR'B]-'then
S = M- M4[R-BMI]-'BM.
Using (58) the Nkx Nk matrix in (56) can be written
(I)X'x+I1) V--
Theorem 5.1. Suppose thatthe prior density of/i ismultivariate normal with ittean p and covariancematrix V. Suppose that V ispositive definite, lithe likeli. hood of the datav given f/is niultivariate normalwith mean XJ/ and covariance matrix then the Posteriordensity off! given the datav is multivariale normal with mean
E(Iift)= p + VX'[I5 +X FV']'(v - Xii)
and covariance matrixequal to
CB = VVX'[1v + XVX] 'Xv
* [denotes theexpression for the mean of/Iappearing in the first bracket
510Proof This theorem summarizes the results proved above. The only thing that
needs proof is equation (60). (56) with the aidoflemma 5.1 becomes
E(flIy)= [ V.- VX(cI + XVXrXV]( +
P +VX'[±Y(°Iv + XVX'Y'XIL
- +XVX'Y'XVXY]
=+ VX'(I. + XVX,r'(I + XVX')y
(7
1
- XfL - -XVXr
= p + VX'(aI. + XVX')'(y - Xji). U
It is of considerable interest to notice that the matrix aI + X VX, is nothing
but the matrix aP(0) defined by (32), and whose elements are given by equations
(26)-(28). Since the inversionofthis matrix has been accomplished during the first
partofthe estimation pricess, namely the "fitting" part, formula (60) provides
an easy way to estimate the complete series(fl .....fl)at once. A simplification
of equation (60) is now given, that will enhance the reader's intuition about (60),
and will clarify the "smoothing" character of the estimator.
Theorem 5.2. The Bayesian estimatorof fi isequivalent to the following
sequential estimator
IN= T/J1N +RMP'(0)(y - Xp)
where =
[00......
a k x N matrix, andLdenotes the ith (k x 1) vector component offi(ef. (13)).
Proof The proof hinges on observing the structure of the matrix V. Denote
by V1 the first k rows of J/, by V2 the next k rows. etc. up to l.. It is then easy to
see, having in mind the definitionofV by (50) that
= TV+ F,
where
F1 = [00... R,RT'.....RT"']
then
iX' = TV1X' + F1X = TVIX' + RM1
511= I+ EP(0)]
+RM(JP(0)j
-
- Xji)
ii+ -RMJP(()fl'(
(7 -
Theorem5.2 shows explcitly howdata subsequent toperiod i enterthe estimation process. Notice alsothatthe covarianee matrixgiven in (6is more general than the one traditionallydeduced in the engineeringliterature, There, interest centers mostlyon the covariance matrices of
131fl2 1L and noton the cross-co'arianceniatrices betweenIIand JforI/.Equation 1611 gives explicitly allthenecessary covariances, Equation(62) is a so-called"smoothing" equation, because it showsthe effect onfIof observationsobtained beforeas well as after time I.
As far as the authoris aware, the combined Bayesianestimation procedure for all the unknownparameters presented in sections 4and 5. has notappeared in the literature before.
6. PROPERTIESOF THE BAYESIAN ESTIMATOR
In this sectionsonic small andlarge sampleproperties of the estimatorob- tained in theprevious Sectionareexamined
TI'o,c,n 6.1. (Unbiasedness)Supposethatthe explanatoryvariables x1 do not contain any laggedvalues of the endogeno,svariable'. Then the Bayesian estimator given by (60) isunbiased, in thesense that E(/-fi) =0. Proof If there areno lagged values oft'inx, then the matrix a2i+ XJ'X' isnot a random variable.Therefore:
E(f?fi) = +J'X'tj + Vl)'ft - Xj,)-
= i+'X'(aI + .Yl'X'L'[E(jiXJ- Efi
=p+FX(jj+ Xix') '(Xp- Xp) -p0.
If the explanatoryvariables contain laggedvalues of the endogenousvariable, then the estimatorobtained in theprevious Section remainsunchanged because the likelihoodfunction is thesame. This can he seen since
(67) I(v : /7)=r'(y113)= p(u',Ii)i'2Lvj :/7)...P(I\I1. V2
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l)eflning /( 7'f3> and lisInC (60)
1!\ =/ii ±x'([IW)]
')
= +[11x + RAIJ L1'W)] --However, the estimator is now biased in a complicated way.Some expeli-
mental results employing a special case of the estimator (60)reported by Wieslander
and Wittenmark (1971) support the hypothesis that the estimatorin this case has
a small negative bias.
For the rest of this section the assumption is that there are nolagged values
of the endogenous variable in X.
Theorem 6.2. (Properties offi.)The Bayesian estimator of fi obtained in the
previous section and given in theorem 5.1 has theFollowing properties:
- fis distributed as multivariate normal with meanequal to zero and
variance V - VX'[cI\. ± XVX]XV.
E(fl .Il)(yX$)' = 0.
E( - fflv' = 0.
Proof
(1)It was seen in theorem 6i that i has mean u. Itsvariance is
E[(fl -)(f-)']= VX'[1.. + X VX']'E[(v -- X1i)(- Xji)']
+ XVXT'XV
E[(y - Xji)(y - X;i)'] = E{(X(fl -i)+ c)(X(fl - ji) + c)]
= XVX' +l.
Therefore
E[(fl - ii)(fl -- p)'] = VX'[2 I+ .\ Lj 'A' V
E[(f3ji)(fl - i:)'] = VX'[oI. + XVX'] - 'E[(r - X;i)(/1i -/i)']
= VX[I +XVX]-'E{[X(fl - ji) + c]([3 - p)}
= VX'[r I + X VX]'XV.
Now using (70) and (71)
E[(/3 - J3)(f3 - /)] = E{[(fl - p) - (f -p)] [(fi - p) -(f-p)1'}
= E[(fl - ji)(j.) -ii)']-fE[(/3 - i)(JJ - pY]
- E[(fi - ji)(fi - d] -E[(/J - p) (/ -
= V - VX'[cJXl X'] 'XV.
E{(fl - 13)(i' -X)] = E[(fl -.I)(fl - /3)'X'+(fi - fi)i:']
E[(fl -fi)c'] = E{[(i - [J) + VX'[aI +XVX']'
[X(fl -ii) ± c]]}
= VX'[ii1 +XVX'] 'c1.v
513Using property (1) and equations (73) arid (74) the followingis obtained
- f1)(t' - Xfl)'] = - VX' + VX'[I\ + AlA] 'xi'x
+.k [- 1+ A I A } I= - I A ± I X 0.
(3)E[(flfl)r']=E[(fl--/?)(v'_/Yf/'\")]
= E[(/! - fl)fl']X = L [(/1lt) - (/3- j)] [/3' - j' +
= E[(fl - /L)(fi - jd']X' - E[(fi-)(/3 --
+ E[(J - fI)11i'X'
= IX[o'J ± A'VX']1xFx'- lXj-J
+ x j: x'j -1 xv x
= 0.
U
The above theorem indicates that II is theprojection of /3 onr.
Notice that fi is afline inv: i.e. of the form Av + a. The followingtheorem proves thatfihas minimum variance among theclass of unbiased affineestimators of /3.
Theorem 6.3. Letfibe any estimator of/I that is afuinein rand unbiasedThen the matrix
A = E[(fl- /3)(fl - /3)1 - E[(fi - /3)(/i - fly]
is positive semideflnjte.
Proof. Write
fi=fI+ Hy-j-h.
Unbiasedness yields
E(fl- (I) =E(fi-/3-I-Hr + It)HX/I + Ii0
E[(fl- fl)(fl/3)'] = E{(fi- fl)(f - /1)'] + E[(Hr + h)(Hv + h)]
+ E[(/J - fJ)(Hj' + h)]+ E[(H + h)(fi- /3)'].
Unhiasedness andproperty (3) of theorem 6.2 renderthe cross terms equal to zero. The matrix A now becomes
A = E[(H-j- h)(1i+ Ii')] = E(ff')
so indeed A is alwaysa positive semidefinjie matrix. I Although the estimatorof /1 was derived using theBayesian framework, it is of interest toexamine its large sampleproperties. The arguments will be sketchy since a lot ofdiscussions have appearedelsewhere. Large sample properties of posterior distributionshave been examinedamong others by Jetireys (1961. p. 193), Johnson (1967), and Zellner(1971. p. 31). It has beenshown that under mild assumptions thePosterior distribution fora vector of parameters approaches a normal distribution withmean equal to the maximum likelihoodestimate, and covariance matrix equalto the information matrix.The way the maximum likelihood estimate°/3kis derived is shownbelow.
514l'hc first step is to express all sectorfiwith i in terms offas following
78 fl =(T - l)k -
-
(T
!jJ for i<k
= for i=k
fl =Tfl +Tuk for i > k.
Then the data is written withfappearing as the only unknown.
V=
where
i1
xT
Z1" = Z''1T
= (J;-I4-Q)a2P(0)
where
QI&)= X[N1"(R ® I)N -Ai(R ® I\)A1"]X'
and
87)
where
IvfikI=
0
T'-
IT'T-2
0 1T1
(86) N= 0 1
0
0
1 0
T 10
T2 TI
N11> =0
515
T_k210-..
T1k3)
0
10...0an (I
(88) N2 =
1
0
0
Lo
The maximum likelihood estimator offik is then
(89) = [Z[PtO] 'Z] - 1zk{p&(0)] -
Notice that for k = 0 (79) reducesto (34): i.e. the maximum likelihoodestimator of/0obtained earlier. Cooley (1971) hasproven that this estimator of /Jis con-
sistent and efficient. Since for large samples theBayesian estimate Offikapproaches the maximum likelihood estimate offik.it also will he consistentand efficient.
However, besides this point thereare obvious advantages to the Bayesianestima- tors since their complete distribution is known,and the interactionsbetween f andfifor ij are easily seen.
ErTEC'TS OF ERRORS IN fl,C, AND (1
The results of the previoustwo sections hold only if theparameters fl0,r and 0 are known with certainty.Sincefl,,o and 0 are not known withaccuracy, the errors of/ in estimatingfiwill be compounded, Cooley(1971) has proven ina similar context that the estimatorsof quantities like f- c and U are consister1t
and efficient. So the results oftheprevious two sectionsare certainly true for large samples. For small samples,experimental results would indicatethe validity of the theory. The problem oftime varying parameters, however,is new to econo-
metrics and statistics and publishedexperimental work is still lacking.
On the other hand, theengineering literature has touchedon the subject with research under the generalname of "adaptive filtering." Heffes(1966) has men- tioned that in general the estimatorobtained with erroneousparameters will not be minimum variance.However, the error willnot, in general, be large. \Vorkon deising algorithnis tocompensate for the errors has beenreprted by Mehra (1970, 1972). The subject,however, has stillnot come under detailed scrutiny.
EFFECTS OF SINGULAR RMATRIX
In Section 5 thecovariance matrix of the shocksthat change the coefficients was assumed positive definite.This Was done toguarantee the invertibility of F (i.e. its positivedefinitenesst and the validityof the Bayesian approach. Inmost practical cases, however, thecase will he that R is singular, If. forexample, one of the coefficients isassumed to remain unchangedthen the corresponding column and row of R will bezero.
Notice that theorem5.1 indicates a form ofthe estimator which requires only the inversion ofX I'X' + This inversioncan always he done, as long
516as V is positive seniidefinite. Equation (60) was derivedthrough the Ba\eslan
approach, but itself does not require nonsingularity of R. The keen reader must
have noticed that in the proof of all the theorems of section 6. only form (60H6 It
of the estimator and its variance was used. The following theorem has thus been
proved implicitly in the previous sections.
Theoreni 8.1. Let the covariance matrix R, of the coefficient shocks, be singu-
lar. Then the minimum variance estimator ofis
=-!- VX[oI + XVX] 1(v - X;i)
and has covariance matrix equal to
V - tX'[o1 ± X LV] -
9. THE IDENTIFIABJL.ITY OF THE TRANSItION MATRIX T
Throughout the previous sections the transition matrix T was assumed
constant and known. In this section this assumption is relaxed,and the conse-
quences of alternate l's are examined.
The imposition of a transition relation is crucial to the determinationof the
prior distribution of the time varying coefficients. The choice of anappropriate T
reflects the analyst's prior beliefs about the class of samplepaths that he will allow
the [Ito be a member of. It is. therefore. of considerable interest toexamine mem-
bers of various classes of sample paths that arise fromconsideration of different
T's. The autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA)class of time series
models, analyzed in depth by Box and Jenkins(1970). is generalenough to describe
most sample paths of interest. ARIMA models arecapable of generating trends,
cycles, as well as violent fluctuations.
To obtain a feeling for the kinds of sample pathsthat ARI MA models generate.
a scalar parameter [1, will beconsidered. First assume that the matrix T is the unit
matrix, namely T = 1in the scalar case considered here. Then theMaikov
structure imposed on the varying coefficientis of the form
(92)
I'I'i - fir-± U.
This is the most commonly used a priori Markov structure,and is appealing because
of its simplicity. Figure 9. I shows typical sample pathsgenerated by this kind of
structure (these and all the subsequentsample paths were generated by Monte
Carlo simulations of the relevant structures). What isevident from the figure is
that structure (92) leads to very noisy timeseries. If the analyst feels a priori that
the parameters of the model are varyingviolently from period to period, then (921
seems an appropriate structure.
In many cases, however, the a priori beliefmight be that the parameters drift
slowly across time. In these situations the followingmodel might seem mole
appropriate.
(93) = 2fJ,_Pr-2 + U:.
This model implies that the second timedifference is stationary, as opposed to
stationary first difference used in (92). Equation(93) can be reduced to the familiar
517(95)
Then (93) becomes
(96)
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Figure 9.1Ttme Series Sample Pathsof the Structure fi,= i± ii, The initial conditionsare zero for all paths u, is normalhiie disturbances
form by the definitions
(94)
which is in the11mi1iar form (noticethat the coariancematrix of the redefined error is singular). Typicalsample paths forstructure (93) are hown in figure 9.2.
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Figure 9.2Time Series Sample Paths of the Structure / = 2fl,-2 +The initial conditions
are zero for all paths: iiis normal white disturbances.
It is apparent from the figure that the apriori assumption about the ariationof fi,
is much different than the one used in posingstructure (93).
It is obvious that many different ARIMA structures canbe imposed on
Figure 9.3 shows sample paths from a (0, 1,2)ARIMA process of the form
Pr = Pi-i + Ut
u, - l.2u,_+ 0.32u,.. 2 = C.
Figure 9.4 shows sample paths from a(I, 1,0) ARIMA processand figure 9.5
shows sample paths from a (0, 1, 1)ARIMA process.
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Figure 9.1Time Series Sample Paths of the Structure/= * u,. The initial conditions are zero
for all paths: u, is normal white disturbances.
form by the definitions
= ,q,_
Then (93) becomes
["1=[
o
11[H-i] 1
±1
Oh 2a,_ [U,]
which is in the familiar form(notice thai the covariance matrix of the redefined
error is singular). Typical sample pathsfor structure (93) are 'hown in figure 9.2.
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Figure 9.3Time Series Sample Paths ofthe Slructurcfl,=fl--4- uith u, --I 2u-f 0 32u= ,. The initial conditions are zero for all paths;cis normal white disturbances
The difficulty of identifyingthe transition matrixT, or in general thea priori structure of the time variationnow becomes clear. For differentARIMA models different structure isposed a priori on theparameters Even if the analyst feels strongly about one particularkind of variation, thereare probably more than one ARIMA models thatgive sample paths withthe desired character. Thedilemma to the analyst isnot an easy one to resolve.It is similar to the problemof isolating the kinds of variablesto be included inan econometric model.
Notice that once thestructure is imposed then thetheory developed earlier in the papercan be used to estimate thetime series fi. The followingprocedure is suggested to resolve theidentifiability problem.
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Figure 9.4Time Series Sample Patliof the Structure /l u, with a, =-- 0(a The
initial conditions are zero for all paths: eis normal white di'aurhance.
14 24 34 44 S4 (4
Figure 9.5Time Series Sample Paths of the Structure 11, = fl aith i6 = 0.6u-- i,The
initial conditions are zero for all pathse, is normal white disturbance
Procedure
By careful thinking about the problem isolate a finite setofstructures of
the form (92) or (93) or any other appropriate character. Denote by(i = I.....in)
the ith chosen structure.
Assign, a priori, a probability mass function on the set S =
For each structure s1 the likelihood functionofthe data is l(v; s1), and will
be a function of the unknown as yet vectorfiand the other unknown parameters
of s1 (e.g. theO ,Crand aofsection 4).
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I(d) Use the results of sections 4 and 5to estimatc all the unknownquafltjj5 of l(y: s,) (namely the whole vectoras well as f, a, and a).
(eSubstitute the estimates thus foundto the !ikeijho(j i(j': s) Denote the likelihood function thus obtainedby l0(: s).
Repeat steps (c){e) for all I.
Use Bayes' theorem to find theposterior probabilitymass functionon s as lollowing
1°(v s1)p(sI (99) p(s1Ij') =
11°(v; s'1)p(s1)
where p(s1) is the a priori probabilitythat the ith structure isthe correctone. It is hoped that the abovediscussion has indicated thelimits of methodsthat attempt to identify time varyingcoefficients. The difiIculty of theproblem is orders of magnitude higher than theprobkm of estimatingconstant paranletersbecause there is an infinity ofways the nonconstant coefficientscan vary.
10. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS
The estimation of timevarying parameters in thispaper was made possible by assigning to thecoefficients a Markovstructure. This structureessentially imposed a prior probabilitydistribution on all theparameters. This priorwas not specified completely andsome "fitting" had to be doneto determine theunknown parameters of the prior. Thiswas done by minimizing thesum of squared residuals obtained by substitutingthe Markov structurein the equation. Oncethe fitting was finished and the priorwas completely specified,a prior to posterior analysis yield the Bayesianestimators of the time varyingcoefficients, It was shownthat if the prior had beenfitted perfectly,so that its unknownparameters were known exactly, then the Bayesianestimators would havea host of desirable small sample properties, not the least of whichistat they would beminimum variance. Given the inaccurate prior,the properties t;f theestimators hold onlyasymptotically. It was also seen that ifexact restricticas were placedon the coefficients, so that the covariance matrix ofthe shocksthat effect changeswas singular, then the estimators so obtained were stilloptimal.
The disctjssioii ofsection 9 indicated thelimitations of the methodpresented here, as wellas of any method thatattempts to identify timevarying coefficients. The Bayesianapproach was seen to bea possible answer to the dilemmaof svhich prior structure touse, The final choice ofmethod and structurerests on the analyst and should be dictatedby the goals ofhis analysis. All the resultsderived in thispaper hold when the matrixX does not include lagged %alues of theendogenous variable.Research must still be doneon estima- tion methods thattake this fact intoaccount. Furthermore muchexperimental work is neededto obtain informationabout the smallsample properties of time varying parameterestimators.
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